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26 Winning at Food Science
by Mary Ellen Kuhn
The 2012 IFT Annual Meeting & Food Expo drew more than 18,000 food industry professionals to Las Vegas for four days filled with scientific insights, innovation, and exploration.

52 Marrying Taste & Health
by A. Elizabeth Sloan
Exhibitors at the 2012 IFT Food Expo showcased offerings that demonstrated a new hierarchy for health, a trend toward rediscovering texture, and, of course, myriad tantalizing new tastes.

56 IFT Spies Top Innovations
by Bob Swientek
Four Food Expo Innovation Award winners showcase dehumidification technology, recyclable pouch, antimicrobial coatings, and sugar reduction.

58 What Makes a Winning Ingredient?
by Donald E. Pszczola
Which ingredients are game-changers? Some of the factors that help determine a 'winning' ingredient development will be looked at in this review of ingredient launches from the 2012 IFT Annual Meeting & Food Expo.

86 Going the Distance in Ingredient Innovation
by Karen Nachay
Ingredients continue to advance in their functionalities and health-promoting benefits.